B. F. Skinner received his Bachelor's degree in English in 1926 from Hamilton, and his Ph.D in Experimental Psychology from Harvard in 1931. Even though completely researched and in final form, his dissertation was not accepted by the Psychology Department for over a year because of a hot debate over the appropriateness of its topic. Was it really Psychology, or should it instead be offered to the Biology Department?

During his early teaching career he was an Instructor from 1936 to 1937, an Assistant Professor from 1937 to 1939, and an Associate Professor from 1939 to 1945 at the University of Minnesota. While in Minneapolis he noticed the pigeons flying around the many elevators of the grain companies and decided they would be ideal to guide missiles and provide his contribution to the World War II effort. Fred along with two of his graduate students, Marion and Keller Brelan, taught the pigeons to effectively guide missiles while strapped in a nose cone and pecking with their gold foil beaks on a glass image of a targeted enemy destroyer or U boat. This successful research was classified until the sixties under the code name "Pigeon in a Pelican."

The shaping methods developed to train the pigeons were successfully used in commercial animal training by the Brelans in Animal Behavior Enterprises of Arkansas. These methods are now used by Sea World and Marine Land to train their dolphins and whales, but credit is seldom given to Skinner for this remarkable teaching.

He was department chair briefly at Indiana University from 1945 to 1948. In 1948, Skinner accepted the Edgar Pierce Professorship in Psychology at Harvard and became Professor Emeritus in 1974.

In 1938, Skinner published the Behavior of Organisms, which many consider his classic. In 1948, Walden II was published and stirred up a controversy over utopian ideals. Several experimental communities, which are still in vibrant existence, were founded on its principles.

Among the many that helped in the Harvard
Robinson, James Holland, Charles Ferster, Susan Meyer Markle, Lloyd Homme, Wells Hively, Nathan Azrin, Matthew Israel and Douglas Porter. Others not at Harvard but equally active in the early days were Donald Bullock, Donald Cook, Francis Mechner, and Thomas Gilbert.

By 1962, teaching machines and Programmed Instruction were readily adopted by industry and the military. Surprisingly to us at the time, programmed instruction was successfully resisted by public primary, secondary and higher education. The first meeting of the National Society for Programmed Instruction met in San Antonio, the home of very large military training agencies.

In 1968, several earlier papers were reprinted and brought together in The Technology of Teaching which was fittingly dedicated to Skinner's most memorable teacher, Miss Mary I. Graves (1863-1922). In this book Skinner described the three major traditional theories of how we learn: "We learn by Doing," "We learn from Experience," and "We learn by Trial and Error." He pointed out that these are really incomplete descriptions of the three essential parts of any set of contingencies of reinforcement—the response, the occasion, and the consequences.

In 1969, Fred and Eve's older daughter, Julie, received her doctorate in Educational Psychology from the University of Pittsburgh.

In 1974, the National Society for Programmed Instruction changed its name to the National Society for Performance and Instruction to represent its broadened interest in changing behavior by environmental engineering in addition to formal instruction, and to keep its initials (NSPI) intact. In 1987, the National Society for Performance and Instruction, now over 5000 members strong with 50% from industry and utilities, 25% consultants, 15% academic and 10% in government, the military, or medicine, had its 25th annual meeting in San Antonio. Note: there are very few public school or higher education professional educators in this association. Most public professional educators are either in the American Educational Research Association, serving rigid statistical research designs, or in the American Society for Curriculum Development, serving Bloom's taxonomy, cognitive theorists, and/or Piaget and A. S. Neil.

In 1977, the federally funded Project Follow Through reported its testing of 22 different educational models. The two models producing the most educational gain were Direct Instruction and Behavior Analysis. The cognitive and cognitive-affective models were found to produce even less gain than the regular public school control groups. In 1988, Cathy L. Watkins reported on Project Follow Through, "The educational establishment's vested interests have effectively prevented the largest experiment in history on instructional methods (costing almost one billion dollars) from having the impact on daily classroom practice that its results clearly warranted."

Professor Skinner's work has generated six major scientific journals:
- The Journal of the Experimental Analysis of Behavior.
- The Journal of Applied Behavior Analysis.
- The Behavior Analyst.
- Performance & Instruction.
- Performance Improvement Quarterly.
- The Journal of Precision Teaching.

Professor Skinner's work has generated three major professional organizations:
- The National Society for Performance and Instruction in 1962, now at 5000 members,
- The Division for the Experimental Analysis of Behavior of the APA in 1965, now at 1300 members,
- The Association for Behavior Analysis in 1977, now at 2000 members.

Professor Skinner's work has influenced four behavioral instructional methods that, although not universally adopted in public instruction, have proven to be the most productive yet evaluated. When combined they are even more powerful: too powerful for schools with institutionalized scope and sequence requirements, and too powerful for schools with learning allotments for each child for each year. These four overly productive instructional methods are:
- Programmed Instruction.
- Behavior Analysis.
- Direct Instruction.
- Precision Teaching.

I have long remembered and often quoted one of Fred's maxims. "When you ask for the salt correctly in French in French class you get an 'A'. When you ask for the salt correctly in French in France, you get the salt!"
EVERY STUDENT CAN -
* LEARN facts quickly and easily
* KNOW facts like second nature
* REMEMBER facts
* UNDERSTAND facts conceptually

SO THEY -
* Learn complex operations faster and learn more easily
* Complete long operations like column addition and long division quickly & accurately

A PROGRAM THAT TEACHES MATH FACTS -
* Teaches addition, subtraction, multiplication and division
  Reduces memorization by 2/3
  Guarantees mastery of facts
  Is self-paced
  Guarantees retention of facts

FOUR KINDS OF PRECISION-DESIGNED WORKSHEETS

[2] CUMULATIVE PROBES - Practice the facts learned on four previous "sliced probes". Twenty-eight cumulative probes give thorough practice on all facts.
[3] REVIEW PROBES - Review all facts the student has learned on all slices.
[4] MIXED PROBES - Practice all addition-subtraction or multiplication-division facts, mixed randomly.

CONCEPTUAL & EFFICIENT
Math Fact families eliminate unnecessary memorization and emphasize conceptual understanding. A family consists of all the facts that can be made from a set of three numbers. For example, the multiplication-division family 5, 6, 30 yields 5x6=30, 30+5=6, 30+6=5. Similarly, addition and subtraction are taught together. Family 3, 4, 7 yields 3+4=7, 4+3=7, 7-4=3, 7-3=4. Learning families also reduces the number of combinations to memorize from 324 to 90.

PROVEN SUCCESS/Rate and Retention
Research has shown a unique relation between rate and retention: the higher a student's rate of answering math facts, the more facts they retain after a period of no practice. Students who learn to accurately answer math facts at the typical requirement of 30 responses/minute have difficulty recalling most of these facts within a month and make many errors. Students who build their rate to 80 - 100 responses/minute retain them all and answer at an unusually quick pace!

TO ORDER
—— Yes, I would like to order Morningside's Math Fact Program
     (308 Reproducible worksheets and a 28 page Teacher Manual)
     Enclosed $200.00 (Checks or money Orders Only)

—— No, but I'd like to explore more. Please send me a Sampler Teacher's Guide.
     Enclosed $3.00
     Mail to Morningside Academy - 810 18th Ave., Seattle, WA 98122

COMING SOON - A Whole Numbers Fluency Program designed to synchronize with Math Facts. See us at ABA - Atlanta